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Abstract

A transversely magnetized cylindrical plasma model with an internal

rod conductor is used to approximate the FIVA internal ring device of

Spherator type with a purely poloidal magnetic field. It is shown that

an excitation asysnetry along the plasma column, i.e. with a wave number

k j* 0, introduces a coupling between the magnetoacoustic and shear Alfvén

waves in the frequency range w « w .. The introduction of an equilibrium

mass motion along the plasma cylinder introduces a flow continuum.

Simultaneously the Alfvén resonance frequency becomes Doppler shifted. The

experimental observations indicate that cavity modes do not build up in the

FXVA device in the case of nonsynmetric excitation. If on the other hand

the exciting structure becomes symmetric, i.e. with k - 0, the magneto-

acoustic resonances become excited. The resulting Q values are rather

low which indicates that the coupling to the shear wave through the Hall

electric field cannot be neglected.
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* 1. Introduction. In most magnetic confinement systems there is a limit
— — - — — ^ _to the plasma temperature that can be reached by ohmic heating alone. To

bring the plasma teapcrature to required values, « nunber of the additional

heating methods are envisioned. Among these the low-frequency Alfvén wave

heating has, for a.number of years, attracted attention as a potentially

powerful1 means for heating a fusion plasma A.2?- If an oscillating magnetic

field is applied externally to an inhoraogenecus plasms, the wave energy is
-1/2absorbed at the resonant surface where w * k,,V,, with V « B (v p 1" A A o o o

being the Alfvén speed and k^ the parallel wave number. In most of present

day tokamaks the plasma density is too lov for a simultaneous propagation of

both the magnetoacoustic (M.A.) and shear Alfvén waves, i.e. only the shear

wave is excited below the M.A. cut-off. With the increasing dimensions of

future devices operating at higher densities, the energy coupling from an

antenna to the Alfvén resonant layer via the M.A. wave becomes possible

£3t4tV* If tne congressional plasma motion can be tolerated, this method

offera a high antenna loading even for a relatively small coil. In the internal
21 —3ring devices (INTRAP) the high density (n - 10 m ) plasmas are produced

by means of an B * B discharge fsj. Tha M.A. modes were excited in the

FIVA device CU both at a low and a high power level. The frequency range

of the operation above the M.A. cut-off allows for the excitation of shear

Alfvén waves. The main feature of the INTRAP devices is the purely poloidal

static magnetic field.

While tokamaks are approximated by an axially magnetized cylindrical

plasma, we approximate the INTRAP device by a transversely magnetized plasma

cavity with an internal cylindrical metallic wall [§}. The aim of this

paper is to point out the specific features of the Alfvén wave excitation in

this particular geometry.



2. Basic equations

The snail-amplitude waves in tbe frequency range well below the

ion-cyclotron frequency are appropriately described by the linearized MHD

equations. These can be written in the form

V OP O ^-J • Uo%> • Bo x (7 x B) + B x (V x Bp) - 0 (1)

P + YPO V • £ * £ * ?PO - 0 (2)

B • V x (Bo x O - 0 (3)

where the quantities denoted by subscript are the unperturbed equilibrium

quantities, y is the adiabatic index and £ , defined by v « 3£/3t,

is the plasma displacement from art equilibrium position. Consider now a

plasma cylinder with the static snajftietic field B B (0,3 ,0) as shown in
o o

Fig.l. The magnetic field if a function of the radius and satisfies the

equilibrium condition

2uo "or

We now assume an f (r)exp[i(m<p * k z -UJ t)[ time and space dependence of the

radio-frequency (RF) fields and introduce the total perturbed pressure

p • p » "S . tj/y . The set of equations (l)-(4) can be reduced to a system

of two first-order differential equations

Dl h P '7

wb-ich, by elimination of the variable P, results in a second order

equation for the radial plasma displacement. It reads
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-1/2 2where V. » B (u n ) is the Alfvén velocity and B " V P /B . Eq. (7)A o roKo o o o
is identical to that derived by Hain and Lost /§7 and Goedbioed and Hagebeuk

/1Q7« However, the expressions for the coefficients D-, C-, Cg, C- are

modified in accordance with the assumption of the steady magnetic field

being purely poloidal. As pointed out by Appert et al. IXQ* *<]• (7) bas

two continuous spectra, i.e. the Alfvén continuum and slow wave continuum,

i.e. a conclusion which can be drawn from eqs. (5) and (6) by putting D. » 0.

Thus the shear Alfvén wave is described by

» . 2, (8)

J 2
and the continuum of slow wave is given by
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It is interesting to observe that, even in the case of a homogeneous

Alfvén speed, the shear wave has a continuous spectrum because of the radial

dependence of the parallel wave number m/r. Equation (7) describes the

nagnetoacoustic and shear Alfvén wave as veil as the slow vave due to

the finite pressure. The shear component B of the magnetic field reads
z

z z » »2 2'
r Bo VA r

2«1« Symmetric excitation

The toroidicity of the mode structure in the actual device is represented

in the model by the axial vave number k . In a number of experiments with

the FIV £127 and FIVA £137 device, the full-turn toroidal loops were used

to excite the MHD modes. In the present model such a situation becomes

equivalent to the consideration of modes with the vave number k - 0. Then

the coefficients D,, C. and C_ of eqs. (5) and (6) become modified and read

Vt 2 2
Y6-4 Är - SJT) •

i
C . -ji- (̂  - YB »,)

Thus eq. (7) is no more singular at the Alfvén layer» and consequently the

shear wave is not excited by the excitation structure with k « 0. As

can be seen from eq. (10), the shear and compressional waves are decoupled

for k » 0 . The slow wave is excited at the outermost plasma edges.

2.2. Cold plasma approximation

a) us « to . r?nge of frequencies

When the ion velocity of sound is small compared to the Alfvén velocity,

the cold plasma approximation becomes adequate for describing the wave

motion. The current needed to balance the zero order pressure gradient



is neglected and eq. (7) is reduced by putting 6 * 0 . Further curl? « 0

is used to simplify the coefficient Cy According to the sioplified

(HUB'S law (eq. 3) the electric

function of plasaa displacement.

(HUB'S law (eq. 3) the electric field component E is expressed as a
2

and we rewrite eq. (7) in the form

d 2B . rit*»']* dE 1? (12)
* • I (1 - » K -JL • JL c « - 0

DlC2Bo dr »•

Here

•»"4-4

and D! is the radial derivative of D-. Close around the radius

r • mV /w eq. (12) baa a solution ftj
C A

I fk (r-r )j and K [k (r-r Jj are the modified Bessel functions

of s«ro order and A,8 arc amplitude constants. As K (r) i« not bounded

at the origin, the amplitude of the E field diverges at r unless a

daaping is taken into consideration. The shear component B of the

aisgnetic field diverged at the sane layer;

dE,



b) (ti < w . range of frequencies

When the excitation frequency is not too low compared to OJ ., the

ion-cyclotron tern m.j x B /ep has to be included in Ohm's law in

order to describe the wave fields. Another situation, when this correction

cannot be neglected, arises when the mode has a relatively high parallel

wave number m/r or when the radius of the internal wall is small. In the

case of excitation with k - 0, the electric wave field E is described

by the following equation

where

k2(r) - [(k2S - «2 / r2)2 - kS2]/(k2S - «2/r2)

Here S ,± iB are dielectric tensor elements in Stix notation
2 2 2which for frequencies a> « <o , « reduce to $ *•- w -/(u .-w ) and

2 r 2 2 -, ce p* px

D » - tjjw_-/[(i) - ( o ) - - tu )J. k is a wave nunber in vacuum. The resonant
layer position is now modified by the cyclotron correction

(16)

Eq. (15) has a regular solution of the type (r~r )log|(r-r )f at the

AlfvSti layer, but the shear component of the magnetic field is singular

there

ifc2D

2

7"
A

( i -
2

T"'
to .C l

2

Disregarding the cylindrical nature of eq. (15) it is in principle

the Budden type equation. Thus there is a fundamental difference in the

solutions of eqs. (12) and (15). For arguments k (r - r )-> 0 the Bessel

function K ^ k ^ r - t Jfr is approximated by -logjk (r * r )j . Just



close to the critical layer, the B conponent given by eq. (14) diverges

•s (r - r^.)"1 while eq. (1?) diverges as log|(r - rc) \. B ^ C ^
1 is

approximated as -k around the radius r , while k S - n^/r is Taylor

expanded there.

Consequently the shear magnetic field expressed by eq. (14) appears

to be "more singular" than that given by eq. (17).



3. Alfvin waves in presence of an equilibrium mass flov

Consider a stationary mass flow v • v t created by the application

of an electric potential difference in the radial direction across the

magnetic field. In this model such a motion simulates that of a rotating

plasma in toroidal geometry. Let us further assume that the plasma pressure

is much lower than the magnetic field pressure (B « 1) and that the

excitation frequency is well below the ion cyclotron frequency, i.e.

b> « tc .. Then the general equations for the small-amplitude MHD waves

in a mediust in stationary equilibrium, given in the Appendix 1, reduce to

(18)

D2 h <rP) " V«r " V

Here P • B B /u and
o tp Ho

v r 2 v
D - a - J 2 | »
1

r 2 v 2-1
)|»a--£-)'. » |
Lvf v x

l i
pz A 'pz

[ 2 v _ 2-.r, v , d v - i

w t. o ,2 m 2 ,. o >, 1 o
VT v r J L x v v dr -*
A pz pz pg;
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where v •» w/k is the phase velocity in the si-direction. We conclude

that eqs. (18) possess three singularities. The first appears when

i.e., both the magnitude and the direction of the velocities are the same.

The second and third singularities ate describee5 by

2 v _ 2
u) /,— o v / TU n . _...

(1+ ) - 0 'v 20)

For a fixed frequency and parallel wave nuaber t lie Alfvér» ré.-

is shifted towards higher densities for the wave propagating »xth a

positive It. T minus sign in eq. (20)1. Ir. the <:%&& of a negative k the

Alfven layer is shifted towards the plasms edges. The tfecsity profilt.

is agsuTtted to be peaked at the plasma centre. The el in; in at ."on of P from

eqs. (18) results in a second order differential equation for £_. In the

case of thf? k = 0 symmetric excitation, eqe. (18) redv»ce to

d2E , dE 2 2
« • ! - « • ( « ! > - 2 L ) E « o (21)

dr r dr V^ r •"

We observe that the zero order flow velocity v does not modify the

M.A. wave propagation. The M.A. wave is decoupled from the shear wave,

which is not excited by the symmetric excitation even in the presence of

the flow velocity v . To illustrate the possible m-modes which can be

excited in the cavity, the solutions of eqs. (8) and (20) are presented

in Fig.2 for the typical density and flow velocity profiles in the FIVA

device. The case of nonävranetric excitation is represented by the

k R * t 1,3 nodes, and symmetric excitation by k R « C. The stability

properties of the rotating plauraa equilibria were treated in Refs. /l
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* * Boundary value solutions

To obtain the wave fields inside the plasms cavity, the appropriate

boundary conditions have to be applied. Consider the cavity shovn in Fig.l

with the plasma surrounded by a vacuum and the excitation coil placed at

the radius r~. The tangential components o£ the electric 3nd nwgnetjc field

are continuous across the plaeiua boundary at the. radius *• . The B.o

component hat. a discontinuity across the current layer .} at the radius

r~. The condition which has to be fulifillert at the plasma boundary

by the solution of eqs. (16) can be put iv\ the form

< 2 2 )

Here

h ' W
1 , K , I', K' are the modified Bessel functions of the order n> and their
n ni in in
derivatives with respect to the argument k r. If the flow veU ity v is

zero at the plasma boundary, the last tenn of the L.H.S. of eq. 72)
2 2

disappears. We assume k « k for the vacuum field solutions. In the
-s- o z

static case v « 0, the & component of the field can be expressed as

<"'

Finally, in the case of symmetric excitation (k * 0), eq. (22) reduces to

, (24)
.n dr 2 5 o

P t * * r - d E * ( r 2 > . m -m+) .*, ,
E (r,) + — + i<or0r. u j 7m - 0

z 2 .n dr 2 5 o

Often, when solving for the vev* equation*, 9 datnpiog ia introduced to
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I*

resolve the singularities. f>

A complex frequency u) + iv is then assumed. The reasonable estimate "i

of the collision frequency v in the frequency range w « cu . becomes

(see Appendix 2) ;

V - to TJp B~ (25)
r '•

Heie n • 129 (8nA)T [fimj is the Spitzer res i s t iv i ty .
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5. Experimental arrangement

The experiments have been performed in the FI^A device which is

schematically shown in Fig.3. The topology of the confining naguetic field

is purely poloidal. Th? average magnetic field strength in the equatorial

plane is B s Q.'iS T. The hydrogen pla;;iri is created by an F^ * E

discharge bfctwfeen the internal coil, which acts as anode, and two cathoos

rings. The plasma moves in the %t x ^ direction vith e. drift velocity
• * • * • • " * • 2 c

v « E y- B /B . The Rr* modes are excited both at low and high povero o o o » »-

levels. The latter is used to improve the signal tc noise ratio when "he

radial wave field profiles axt. measured. The antenna current at a lev;

power level is approximately I K 5-10 A while at the high level it

becomes I. * 300-400 A. A full tarn antenna, exciting k «O symmetric

modes, as well as a sector 90 degrees anteana were used. The RF magnetic

field is measured by magnetic probes. The accuracy of the measurement

is given by the reproducibility oi' the discharge. Fig.4 shows the. tiiiie

evolution of the mean density while the figure inset shows a typical

profile. Along the magnetic field, the plasma is confined to a region

with an extension of about 0.2 ro which is symmetric with respect to tue

equatorial plane. Thus the mode structure ie mainly confined to this region.

This implies a limit on the lowest parallel wave number accessible in the

present discharges FQ. Typical plasma tamoeraturee of the present

discharges are <T > '=' 50 000 K whi.-.b implies that the B values do not

exceed ~ 3,5%. The centrifugal force resulting from the equilibrium itast

motion at the velocity v is small, r than Ch«? S/p force. Thus the coitf

plasma approximation is adequate in ..tescrlbirg tht wave iields. The radial

centrifugal force iz> not expected to introduce coupling between the H.k.

and shear waves in the case of symmetric excitation.



6. Experimental results.

6.1. Symmetric exei tat ien.

When the frequency is swept tram belew the cut-off for the K.A. waves,

the ELj signal measured outside the pl&srna boundary become.;» as plotted

in Fig.5. The signal is normalized for an excitation current I * 5A. It

was shown earlier [l] that, the lowest K.A. node excited in the F1VA device

becomes first radial (r * 1), m » 3 because of the parallel plasma

confinement due tc the centrifugal force. For the excitation frequency

f * 1.3 MHz, the M.A. signal reveals the r * 2,m - 3 node which is

excited at t a 1.6 ms. It vas further shown that the quality factor Q of

these nodes is low. This cannot be accounted for unless the confluence

damping by the excitation of the shear wave is taken into account. In the

low-frequency approximation the shear wave becomes uncoupled when excited

by the full-turn antenna. Because the lowest parallel wave number accessible

in the discharges is m = 3, the ion cyclotron correction becomes important

enough to modify the M.A. mode propagation. The shear Alfveti wave is then

no longer uncoupled and becosnes excited according to eq. (17). The radial

profile evolution in time of the B shear component, excited at frequency

f » 1MHz. is plotted in Fig.&. The profiles are rather broad, which

indicates that even other than periodic i&od'S£ along the field are excited.

The amplitude of the B component is nor correlated to the M.A. signal

which has a typical time dependence: as shown in Fig.5. For the frequency

1MH , the M.A. signal has a resonance at the time t r 2ms.

6.2. Nonsymmetric excitation

When the 90 degrees antenna is used, it is expected to excite

j k| -• j k R; •» 0,1,2,3 mode 3. Simultaneously the antenna coupling efficiency

become» roughly modified by the factor a si u (tec )/irkct , whore a * ">. /A fl'Jj'„

Consider a theoretical spectrum of the symctrv'- K.A. cavity modes

»ccessible in the FIVA device together with thf. T K I, m *• 3, k R ir I.,5

cavity modes-which are plotted in Fig,'/. If wo. a F-K unit that t.htt damring

is small, a rather high number of tiu.se modes wiil be excif.^d witliia

a small frequency ir-tiervel when the density is; kept constant. As an example,
21 ~3

at the density <n > « 1.0 m all tbt i • 1, ro » 3, k R « • 0,1,2,3,4,5

modes will be excited within the frequency interval Af • 1.45 - 1.85 MHz.

However in the experiment, the kr / 0 cavity model» are efficiently damped



by the excitation of the localized shear Alfvltn waves snd only the

syaraetric k, = G wave builds up a M.A. cavity mode. The time evolution

of the IL̂  signal (normalized to I » 5A) excited at different frequencies

and measured outside the plasma boundary is plotted in Fig.8. It should

be compared to signals show, in Fig.5. We observe that the antenna

coupling efficiency decreases approximately by the factor 7. This is a

consequence of the ant anna being only a 90 degree sector when compared

to a full-turn loop. The coupling to the r • 2, m * 3 mode appears to be

even smaller. If the decrease of coupling is taken into consideration and

the signals are normalized for the same antenna current as in the symmetric

case, the radial profiles of B field become as shown in Fig.9. Some

smaller peaks and oscillations presented here might be a result of the

spread in data. Approximately 15 shots have to be taken to obtain the

full profiles. Nevertheless the reproducibility of the results is good and

the general character of the profiles, having the localized peaks, is

clearly seen in contrast to the signals presented in Fig.6. Despite the

M.A. signal being close to the cut-off at the time t * 2,5 ms and below

the cut-off at the time t • 3 as, the shear AlfvSn waves are excited with

full amplitude. The high number of the Aifvén waves can be acounted for by

the resonance splitting due to the zero order fluid motion v . Unfortunately,

this feature cannot be studied in detail because the change of the fluid

velocity v results in a modification of the n density profile. The

amplitude of the nonsyionet.rically excited E field becomes enhanced by

the factor 4 as compared to th<> symmetrically excited field.

This result demonstrates thdt the nonsysauctric excitation of the shear

wave is more efficient thaD the 'ixcitation through the ion cyclotron term

in the symmetric case. Because the antenna coupling efficiency decreases

when departing from symmetry, th; sector antenna neeri not oe the optimal

solution unless such a decrease it ct>nrpensaied by a higher antenna current.

The sector antenna has a iowcr incucunce becaum- of its smaller geometrical

dimensions. On the other hand, th*- antenna-plasma coupling can be improved

by using several sectors. Nonsyiram^ric e-xcitstion is f-'ithir preferable

in the situations where the. YAfth fluid motion c.-u-mot be tolerated. .'ktch

a fluid motion would result from ; he excitati&v- of the high Q M,A. m.:dc-s.
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7. Conclusions

The perturbations of a cylindrical equilibrium of a perfectly

ccmductiog plasma confined in a purely poloidal static magnetic field

contain the spectra of slow wave and shear Alfvén wave continua. In the

case of symmetric excitation along the plasma column, the H.A. and shear

wave are decoupled unless the aagnetic field becomes sheared. The equilibrium

pressure gradient 7p does not introduce any coupling. When an equilibrium

mass motion is introduced along the axis of the plasma, cylinder, an

additional flow continuum is introduced.

The shear wave continuum is Doppler shifted up and down in frequency

depending on the sign of v k /t». In the case of the forced oscillations

treated in this paper, the localized Alfvén resonance is split and shifted

towards the plasma centre and plasma edge, respectively (for a density being

peaked at the centre). The coupling between these modified resonances and

the M.Å. wave takes place only in the case of nonsynmetric (k 1*0) e. .itaticn.

For the flow ccctinuum to cone into operation, the velocity v has to be

high or the short wave-length itodes in the v direction have to be

excited. The experimental observations in the FIVÅ device indicate that the

coupling between the M.A. anc slieai waves through tfce ictv-cyclotron texm

is les* efficient in the case of the symmetric excitation than r.he coupling

by asymmetric excitation. On Jac- other har.d th« auteona coupling efficiency

decreases rapidly with the reduction of th? antenna length. That can he

partly compensated by an increased antenna current because of the lower

inductance, or by having a modified antenna arrangement consisting oi

several sectors. The k t<) cavity modes were not excited i~. ths* experiment,

thus demonstrating the efficiency of the localized damping by the shear

Alfvén waves.
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Appendix 1.

Perturbed s ta t ionary MHD e q u i l i b r i a .

The l inear ized MHft equations tor sntall-ainplitwde waves excited in a

medium having an unperturbed s! '.atio«ary equil ibrium can be v i i t t e a in the

following form

U P i -r- * (v*9)v ! - U p<v -v)v + \i Vr + B x (7xB) * B x (VIKB )*& (At)
O ! ) [ Ot Oj O C O O O O

7»(p v) - -pv*v <A2)
o o

4 s + rp 7»v • v«VF • - *• (-tX>v .yp (A3)
dt ' o o p Y o o

) - (B-V)v - - BV-v (A4)
o o o

where ~— • =— + v »V and v ie the ccuilibrium mass velocity. When the
dt 3t o o ^ J

plasma in the stationery equilibrium is incompressible, the R.H.S. of

eqs. (A2)-(A4) become equal to zero.
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Appendix 2.

The estimation of the complex frequency" a> * iv.

Let us introduce the collision momentum loss in the equation of motion

in the form

Then the combination with Ohm's law in the form

O • E • v x B
o

results in

A.4 «^)
O .,2 0)

Here S is the perpendicular dielectric tensor element in Stix's notation.
When the resistivity i s introduced into the Ohm's law

HJ • E + v x Bn

the combination with the equation of motion

• *x K
yields

- 2
z

Consequently the equivalent coll in ion frequency is expressed in the form
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Figure captions

Fig. l . The schematic diagram of the cavity geometry in the cylindrical

approximation with the cases ox syrase.trie and nonEyrauetric. excitation.

Fig.2. The accessible parallel nods numbers for given equilibrium density

and mass velocity profiles.

Fig.3. The discbarge chamber of the F1VA device. The shaded area indicates

the plasma confinement region.

Pig.4. The time evolution of the mean density <n > during the discharge.

The typical density profile n (r) is plotted in the inset.

Fig.5. The time evolution of the resgr.etoacoustic cavity signals excited

by the symmetric, full-turn antenna. The radial position of the

probe outside the plasma boundary is r *> 0.165 n. The excitation

frequency varies within the interval hi = 0.8 - 1 . 3 fffiz.

Fig.6. The radial profiles of the shear Alfvén field excited at frequency

f • 1.0 KHz by the symmetric, full-turn antenna.

Fig.7. The raagnetoacousti.c resonance spectrum of the plasma cavity shuwn

in Fig.l . The adopted dimensions are: r. ~ 0.085 m, rr * O.lfc in

and R • 0.165. The magnetic field strength is P • 0.3i> T.

Fig.8. The tin» evolution of the laagaecoacoustxc cavity signals excited

by th« nc-asysametfic, 90 ancenns. The radius of probe out.si.de the

piasraa boundsvy is r « O.j.6i- t., Ine excitst.ion fre<ĵ cr>cy varies

within the interval Ai" * 0.8 - i.'i httz.

Fig.9. The radial profiles of th»' s'jear A;.fvgn field excited at. '"r

f • l.G?5 K&z by the non^ynKietrir 90
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Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasm Physics

and Fusion Research

ALFVEN HAVE EXCITATION IN A CAVITY WITH A TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD

M. Bures, December 1982, 19 p. in English

A transversely magnetized cylindrical plasma model with an interns1

rod conductor is used to approximate the PIVA internal ring device of

Sphcrator type with a purely poloidal magnetic field. It is shown that

an excitation asysmetry along the plasma column, i.e. with a wave number

k * G, introduces a coupling between the magnetoacoustic and shear Alfvén

waves in the frequency range in « w .. The introduction of an equilibrium

mass notion along the plasraa cylinder introduces a flow continuum.

Simultaneously the Alfvén resopance frequency becomes Doppler shifted. The

experimental observations indicate that cavity modes do not build up in the

FIVA device in the case of no..symmetric excitation. If on the other hand

the exciting structure becomes symmetric, i.e. with k * 0, the magneto-

acoustic resonances become excited. The resulting Q values are rather

low vhich indicates that the coupling to che shear wave through the Hali

electric field cannot be neglected.

Key words; Alfven waves, magnctoacoustic waves, wave coupling, equilibrium

mass flow, transverse magnetic field.


